The widespread use of smart phones has brought the security and privacy problems. In the past research, fingerprinting of physical device can be used in authenticating system. However, using the fingerprinting to identify and track the user is useful in many legitimate scenes. In this paper, we propose a novel acoustic fingerprinting approach that uses the microphones and speakers of devices to assess the state of target device. While a person is walking or running with a smart phone, a certain amount of vibration is generated, which can be investigated as the basis of state identification. For mining the subtle vibration variations, firstly, a special high-frequency control simulation to speakers is introduced. Then an unsupervised learning method called Incremental Slow Feature Analysis (IncSFA) is applied to construct the state fingerprinting to represent the slow variation triggered by external driving. At last, two alternate approaches as support vector machine (SVM) and Bayes classifier are used to classify the different states from different smart phones.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile devices are quickly becoming widespread in our daily lives due to the numerous advantages they provide consumers, including both work and personal entertainment. The widespread use of smart devices has made people's lives more convenient, but given rise to both security and privacy concerns [1] . Different from traditional desktop PCs, smart phones often contain more private and sensitive information, such as SMS, contacts, location, etc. That is why smart phone with sensitive data has been so attractive to users but also as the same as attackers. As we known, in the past decades, there has been a large body of research work focusing on finding the solutions for attacking the software of smart phone, including the operating system and network stack [2] [3] .
Recently, smart phone users are becoming more and more concerned on the protection of their privacy. It is difficult to know the state of mobile devices by means of conventional technologies. For example, users can clear the cookies to avoid the attracter's track. The email and privacy information might be encrypted.
Apple has stopped apps accessing UDIDs, and Android phones use some special permission to protect IMEI code [4] . However, sometimes, exploring the state of mobile devices is necessary and useful in some legitimate applications. Therefore, many researchers began to develop new tracking technologies to avoid protecting from strength software on mobile devices. Among the new technologies, hardwarelevel idiosyncrasies of physical devices have been constructed as a stable device ID are difficult to wiped or reset. Some recent researches also suggested that acoustic fingerprinting generated by the features of microphones and speakers is uniqueness, robustness, stealthy to identify the devices [5] [6] .
In this paper, we propose a novel technique using the device fingerprinting to identify the states of smart phones. As we know, the hardware features can be used to fingerprint physical devices benefited from the imperfect manufacturing process [7] . And in our work, state fingerprinting is generated by investigating the features from the vibration of hardware in a smart phone which is taken along with a walking or running person. The vibration we concern is resulted from the analog circuitry of these components such as speakers, microphones or accelerometers in device. Therefore, the key to identify the device state is down to find the stable representation of subtle vibration.
Our work aimed to develop a novel algorithm to estimate the state of cell phone by extracting and matching features from the recorded speaker response(uses the microphones and speakers embedded in smart devices). To generate the stable and stealthy fingerprints, we in addition to use the various high frequency to generate the stimulation wave proposed in work [8] , the amplitude of diversity is added to the control pattern to drive the speakers. Then we apply the IncSFA method to reflect the slow change features with vibration, which is an unsupervised fingerprints constructing mechanism to adapt the dynamic environment. At last, SVM and Bayes classifier are used to classify the states fingerprints in the fewer samples condition.
OUR KEY TECHNIQUES
In this section, we will introduce the details of our method, which includes three main techniques: generation of stimulation audio, construction of state fingerprinting and recognition of device state.
Generation of Simulation Audio
In our state identification system, the cover of fingerprinting is the audio signal from device speaker simulated by a designed audio. We draw lessons from paper [8] , we use a controlled audio wave pattern to drive the speak and also chose the high frequency audio wave, so that the results is more robust to random and non-linear factors, and less vulnerable to noises.
It is consist of a series of cosine wave from 14kHZ to 21kHz with 50Hz gap between neighbor frequency points. In order to play the high frequency sound, as the same as it, the sample rate of the PCM format input to the android API at 44100Hz is set.
In addition, we not only change the frequency, but also consider the volatility of amplitude of stimulation signal, which can be beneficial to reflect the variation of device in different state. And the signal is generated as follow: 70 1 ( ) cos (2 ) i i
 , from 14kHZ to 21kHz with 100Hz gap between neighbor frequency points. 
Construction of State Fingerprinting
The unsupervised learning framework of slow feature analysis (SFA) extracts features representing the underlying causes of changes. It can reflect the slow change features with vibration, which is guided by the slowness principle. In many settings, the best functions mapping the input stream to the most slowly changing output signals are representative of some fundamental agent-world property, abstracting away irrelevant details picked up by the sensors [11] .
Because the stimulation audio is obtained in a dynamic environment, so we need an unsupervised preprocessor for autonomous learning agents, which is different standard batch-based SFA, it adapts along with non-stationary environments online. We use incremental slow feature analysis (IncSFA) proposed by V.R. Kompella ea tl, it replaces batch PCA by incremental alternates, and the Candid Covariance-Free Incremental Principal Component Analysis(CCIPCA) to pre-whitening data, and Minor Components Analysis(MCA) with sequential addition is used to extract multiple minor components in parallel [12] .
Firstly, the recording audio signal ( ) t  x is dealt with non-linearity as ( ) t x for a quadratic expansion. Then mean estimation is set as
and subtract the mean is ( )
x . Then the evaluations of the most important K principal components of ( ) u t is updated using the equations and by
After that the signal is whitened and dimensionality reductioned ( ) t z , the derivative signal can be got as
We can get the slowness features by updating the matrix ( ) t w .There are four update equations mentioned, and they are given as follows:
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we prove the validity of novel system, especially the validity of state fingerprinting of tracking device. Experiments have been carried out extensively with persons carrying smart phones while standing, waling and running, and we call them as State I, State II and State III. We chose four different vendors with those three states. They are Sumsung, Nokia, HuaWei and Alcatel, and we sign them as Device 1 to Device 4 in sequence in this paper. We collect 25 audios for each state from each device as the train dataset, as there are 100 audios in every state dataset. And as the same number as the test dataset. Because of the sensitivity of the speaker volume of different smart phones were quite different, our challenge is that how to construct a train dataset to satisfy the different phones. Therefore the state fingerprinting is must stable, robust but focuses on nature of state changing.
State Fingerprinting Exploration
We extract the state fingerprinting using IncSFA method introduced above. We extract three states include stationary, walking and running, and two slow features are focused in our work. To study the scheme justifiably, the experiment is conducted in the normal office environment with normal noise level. We use a laptop's built-in microphone to collect audio samples, and the person carried the smart phone stands outside about 1meter. From the outputs of IncSFA, we can see the slowness change from different states are vary significantly. In order to prove the extraction of fingerprint is efficient, we will analyze the results further.
State identification results
In this section, Naïve Bayes classifier and SVM are used to classify the states. In addition, we firstly compute the true positive(TP), false positive(FP) and false negative(FN) for each class. Then as reported in paper [8] , we also compute three parameters, they are
The identification results of three states are shown in Table I to Table III . From Table we can see that we can identify different states from four devices. Thus it can identify the state of smart phones by extracting the slow variation. However, the causes of unexpected maybe the variance of devices.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel acoustic fingerprints to identify three states from four devices. The acoustic fingerprinting extraction relies on a unsupervised method as IncSFA which reflect the slow variation in dynamic environment. The experimental results have been shown that the acoustic state fingerprints is feasibility to identify the states.
